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Looking back

At its 21st session, the Working Group on Environmental Monitoring 
and Assessment agreed:
 Online reporting tool to be used as primary tool for data collection for 

final review of progress
 Pillar-based performance score option to be included in assessment 

framework
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Changes introduced by the Working Group
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 The major change: introduction of levels
Different questions would be asked at three levels:

macro thematic data flow
Macro-level questions asked once for a country
Thematic questions asked for each theme (for example, climate change or
biodiversity)
Data flow questions asked for each data flow
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Revised SEIS assessment framework
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Changes to the questionnaire

 New category “General” introduced in 
questionnaire

 Guidance on questionnaire improved (ECE/CEP-
CES/GE.1/2019/3, section III.A)
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 New possible answers to questions  Questions improved and more precise

Changes to the questionnaire
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 Pillar-based performance score

 Score for each question calculated in same way as 
done for mid-term review

 No distinction between categories in terms of weighting

 One performance score per pillar (each pillar weighted 
equally) and one aggregated national performance 
score

 Question scores summed separately at each level: 
macro, thematic and data flow levels 

 Each of sums divided by the maximum score for that 
level to give a percentage score

 Interim percentage scores, for individual pillars and the 
three pillars together, will be reported alongside overall 
performance scores
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Changes to the score

SEIS performance score

Better balance between 
levels, as questions 
answered different numbers 
of times at the three levels
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 At its 24th session (Geneva, 29–31 January 2019), Committee on Environmental Policy 
welcomed mid-term review report on establishment of SEIS (ECE/CEP/2019/7) prepared by 
Working Group

 Committee also requested Working Group to lead further review of progress in establishing 
SEIS in Europe & Central Asia in advance of next Environment for Europe Ministerial 
Conference

 Final report to include 22 data flows, covering all 18 core indicators (including A1, A2, A3, B3, 
C1, C2, C10, C11, D1, D4, E1, F2, G1, G2, G3, G4, H1 and I1)

 4 of the 7 data flows used for mid-term review included; others are not, in order to minimize 
total number of data flows to report on
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Final SEIS assessment review report
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Possible table of contents of report:
I. Overview of main achievements and key findings

A. Working Group recommendations 

B. Key findings 

C. The pillars of SEIS
1. Content 
2. Infrastructure 
3. Institutional cooperation 

II. Lessons learned and challenges 

III. Further steps 

A. Relevance 

B. Accessibility 

C. Comparability

IV. Fact sheets on key findings and messages
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Structure of the final SEIS review report

Possible table of contents of annex:

I. Assessment framework 

II. Data collection 

III. Indicator and national performance 
scores 

Possible table of contents of supplement:
Would echo structure of main report
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Timeline

Working Group decided on following timeline for finalization of the assessment framework:

 Members of Working Group to send comments on assessment framework until 31 May 2019

 In June 2019, a small group comprised of representatives of countries to review comments, revise 
the questionnaire and agree on data flows to be assessed in final review of progress

 Secretariat to prepare draft outline of final review of progress, to be considered by Joint Task Force at 
its 16th session

 Data collection for final assessment of progress might begin in December 2019

Working Group agreed a written silence procedure be applied for approval of:

 Finalized assessment framework to be used for the final review of progress, including questions to be 
posed, indicators and data flows to be reviewed and application of chosen scoring system, in July 
2019

 Outline of final review of progress, in November 2019

 Working Group requested UNEP, in close coordination with secretariat, to finalize online reporting 
tool in time for 16th session of the Joint Task Force
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Thank you!

Questions & comments
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